Townes Van Zandt
Larry Monroe interview, KUT Radio, Austin TX, 11 March 1990

1. Early days; *For the Sale Of The Song* album; new songs 6:09
2. Blaze.
   - *Song: Marie* 5:31
3. Blaze; A 60-song CD project; Lightnin' Hopkins 6:23
4. Lightnin' Hopkins
   - *Song: Brand New Companion* 5:12
5. Eric Andersen; song covers; *Pancho & Lefty* video 4:51
6. The making of the *Heartworn Highways* video 3:13
7. *Song: The Hole* 5:47
8. More on the 60-song CD project; songwriting 7:00
9. Townes’ favourite songs; Townes’ singing and guitar playing 2:53
   - *Song: Snowin’ On Raton* 4:08
10. *Song: Rex’s Blues* 2:40
11. *Song: Blaze’s Blues* 3:21
12. Blaze’s guitar; Townes’ sons 1:50
13. *Song: Lovers Lullaby* (cut) 3:32

*Total time: 62:35*